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Anchor Installation Instructions
Models: BB-200, BB-400, BB-500, HP-200

1.     Prepare a 10 inch square approximately 2-1/2 inches away from the base line by 
        digging 7 inches deep.
 
2.     Drive the 1-1/2 inch square wooden peg, 10" in length into the center of the hole. Do not
        set the wooden peg too firmly, in order to be able to remove it later. Make sure the sides
        of the peg are parallel to the base line and the top of the peg is perpindiculat to the 
        ground level.
 
3.     Place the ground anchor over the peg; flared end down. The bottom of the anchor should
        rest on the bottom of the hole. With a straight edge, check to insure that there is a
        distance of 1 inch from the top of the ground anchor to ground level.
 
4.     In order to prevent concrete from blocking the lower end of the ground anchor tube or
        from holding in the peg, press a small amound of dirt around the bottom of the ground
        anchor.
 
5.     Fill the hole with 5" of concrete. The upper end of the ground anchor should be 1 inch
        above the top of the concrete. Concrete should be completely hardened before removing
        the peg. Insert BB-Plug.
 
6.     Fill hole with dirt on top of concrete, on an angle from the outer edge of the hole inward
         and downward to where the ground anchor tube and the concrete meet.
 
 
MAINTENANCE: Keep ground anchors covered with BB-Plugs when not in use to prevent dirt 
from getting into the anchor. Remove any dirt that might obstruct the base from entering the 
ground anchor.
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